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CHALLENGES FACING A COMPLEMENTARY-SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO ABSTRACT AND EPISODIC SPEECH PERCEPTION
McLennan, C. T.
Cleveland State University
c.mclennan@csuohio.edu

ABSTRACT
It has been nearly a decade since the publication of
Goldinger’s [4] Psych. Review paper in which he
presented his episodic theory of lexical access.
Moreover, Goldinger’s (and others’) empirical
work [3, 14] providing evidence for episodic
representations predates the formal presentation of
his episodic theory. This is an appropriate time to
note how the field has progressed in the past decade
with respect to the debate over the nature of lexical
representations. As evidenced by the two main
papers, the emphasis is no longer on whether there
are abstract and/or episodic representations. Instead,
the focus is now on the ideal framework that can
account for their coexistence. Goldinger’s
presentation of a complementary systems (hereafter
CS) approach offers a glimpse into the direction
that many future investigations of lexical
representation may be headed. I discuss some of the
challenges facing a CS approach in an effort to
stimulate further discussion, and to help provide an
impetus for future empirical, theoretical, and
modeling studies.
Keywords: Word recognition, speech perception,
language, abstract, episodic
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less likely to do so. Goldinger’s discussion of a CS
approach brings us closer to achieving this more
demanding goal by appropriately redirecting our
focus. I contend that even more will be gained by
considering some of the challenges that confront
models of lexical representation and processing,
including the CS approach.
2. CHALLENGES
Although the CS approach offers a new framework
for the coexistence of abstract and episodic
representations, there are some important issues
that merit further consideration. First, either
abstract or episodic representations may be the
dominant or default type of representation, with the
other type only in evidence under precise, and
perhaps relatively rare, circumstances. Second,
abstract and episodic representations affect
perception at different points during processing.
Third, which type of representation dominates, and
when during processing each type affects
perception, are both likely to vary in certain
populations (e.g., L2 learners).

INTRODUCTION

Despite differing theoretical perspectives, the need
for both abstract and episodic representations is
acknowledged in both of the main papers.
Therefore, if our task as researchers working in this
area were simply to determine whether
representations were abstract and/or specific, our
task would seemingly be complete. However, our
aim
is
not
simply
determining
which
representations affect processing, but more
importantly, determining the circumstances under
which each type (abstract and episodic) is more or

2.1. Default Representation
I agree with Goldinger’s current theoretical stance,
and appreciate the need to account for both abstract
and episodic representations [15]. Indeed, my
colleagues and I have advocated such a position
previously [9]. However, it is possible that one type
of representation is dominant, and thus primarily
responsible for the speed and accuracy with which
listeners typically process spoken language. If there
were such a default representation, then I suspect it
would be relatively abstract in nature (although it is

unlikely that either type of representation will serve
as the default across all situations and populations).
Much of the evidence for the representational
status of episodic representations has been obtained
using the long-term repetition-priming paradigm.
Although numerous studies have provided evidence
in support of detailed episodic representations, it
has been my experience (and I suspect the
experience of many other researchers as well) that
while repetition-priming effects are quite robust,
and observable under a wide variety of conditions,
specificity effects, indicative of episodic
representations, are typically only observed under
certain conditions. Furthermore, many of the
studies that provide evidence for episodic
representations may not be tapping into on-line
processing. Nevertheless, there are sufficient data
to support the idea that episodic information is
stored in memory and can have long-lasting effects,
contrary to extreme abstractionist positions that
posit no role for episodic representations. However,
few studies offer support for the involvement of
episodic representations during the immediate
on-line perception of spoken language (e.g., by
reporting reaction-times).
I agree with Cutler and Weber that the
eye-tracking paradigm is a useful tool, and may be
used to investigate a number of different issues in
L1 and L2 speech perception. For example,
eye-tracking has been used to demonstrate that
bilingual lexical activation may be constrained by
fine-grained acoustic-phonetic information [7].
Eye-tracking is also well suited for examining
lexical processing early and as perception unfolds,
providing new opportunities to examine whether
episodic information can in fact affect the
immediate on-line perception of spoken language.
2.2. Time-course Effects
Goldinger concludes his paper by stating that the
CS account “unites long-term memory with
real-time perception”. However, it is not entirely

clear whether this framework can account for
fine-grained temporal effects. In particular, recent
evidence suggests that rate- and talker-independent
abstract representations affect processing early, and
rate- and talker-specific episodic representations
affect processing relatively late [13].
One of my colleagues (González) and I are
currently building on this previous work by
examining the time-course of talker-specific effects
in the perception of foreign-accented speech. If
listeners process foreign-accented speech relatively
slowly, then the prediction based on previous
findings with slowed processing is that
talker-specific episodic representations should be in
evidence. Although this work is still ongoing, our
preliminary data are consistent with this prediction.
When Spanish listeners participate in a lexical
decision task in which the Spanish stimuli are
spoken by native Spanish speakers, there is no
evidence for talker-specific representations in an
easy lexical decision task (i.e., when unword-like
nonwords are included as the filler stimuli, and
processing is relatively fast), consistent with
previous results [13]. However, when the stimuli
are spoken by native English speakers, and thus
produced with a foreign accent, specificity effects
emerge in both easy and hard lexical decision tasks.
The CS framework could potentially account
for findings in which abstract representations come
into play early and episodic representations come
into play relatively late. In particular, the
hippocampal system responsible for episodic
effects may respond to the input more slowly than
the more stable cortical system responsible for
abstract patterns. However, relatively few
time-course investigations have been conducted,
and it is possible that under other circumstances
episodic representations will affect perception
earlier
during
processing
than
abstract
representations. Future investigations should
provide a more complete picture of the full range of
possible
time-course
effects.
Nevertheless,

accounting for, and perhaps predicting, time-course
effects can be considered one of the challenges
facing the CS approach.
2.3. Population Differences
Evidence for abstract and episodic representations
has been obtained in a number of populations,
including hearing impaired listeners [18] and
cochlear implant patients [8]. However, the role
that these representations play relative to normal
hearing listeners is unclear. It would be interesting
to learn whether the CS approach predicts that one
type of representation is more likely to affect
processing in certain populations than others (e.g.,
episodic more so in hearing impaired listeners).
Cutler and Weber argue that because L1 and
L2 learning both occur in the same brain, abstract
and episodic sources of knowledge probably play a
role in both L1 and L2. Although episodic
representations have been found to play a role in L2
vocabulary learning [19], and to have long-lasting
effects on the learning of difficult contrasts [1], the
circumstances in which abstract and episodic
representations affect processing may be different
in L1 and L2. Perhaps abstract representations are
more involved in L1 perception, with episodic
representations only coming into play in precise
circumstances, and episodic representations play a
more central role in L2 perceptioni. However, the
representational and processing realities are likely
to be more complex. That is, L2 proficiency and
other factors regarding a bilingual’s languages (e.g.,
the degree of similarity between L1 and L2) are
likely to influence the roles that episodic and
abstract representations play in L2 perception.
Evidence for both types of representations has
also been found throughout the lifespan, including
infants [6], preschool children [2, 17], and older
adults [18]. As Cutler and Weber explain, L2
learners bring many sources of knowledge to bear
on the task of language learning that are not
available to infants acquiring an L1. Furthermore,

time-course effects may change throughout the
lifespan [12]. Therefore, the roles that abstract and
episodic representations play in young children and
infants may differ from the roles that these types of
representations play in adult L2 learners.
In addition to the general issues discussed thus
far, there are also challenges more specific to the
CS model. According to the CS model, extensive
exposure to unique traces will slowly affect abstract
information. What qualifies as “extensive” and
“unique”, and just how slowly abstract information
will be affected, are all questions that need to be
addressed. At what point do traces qualify as
unique? How does the system(s) determine whether
variable surface information associated with
phonetic input is representative of a new accent, as
opposed to inter- and/or intra-talker variability?
Although an elegant account of the consolidation
process has been proposed [11], additional work
should clarify how this process works in the context
of L1 and L2 language perception.
3. DISCUSSION
The field has entered into a new phase in which,
rather than debating over abstract versus episodic
representations, efforts are now focused on
determining the ideal framework that can account
for their coexistence. Indeed, even in the field of
linguistics, where abstractionist approaches have
dominated, there are arguments against traditional
representational approaches [16].
The CS model discussed by Goldinger has
some clear advantages, including its ability to
account for hemispheric differences in font-specific
[10] and talker-specific [5] priming, results that are
more challenging for unitary accounts. Furthermore,
the ability of the CS model to successfully simulate
behavioral data, as Goldinger demonstrates, further
illustrates the utility of this approach. Nevertheless,
future empirical work aimed at addressing the
issues discussed above may reveal shortcomings of
this model. However, I suspect that such

shortcomings, while providing new challenges (and
thus stimulating additional research), will be
limited to the specifics of the current version of the
model, rather than more general problems
associated with a CS framework. For a variety of
reasons (addressed by Goldinger, e.g., compatibility
with neuroscientific literature, etc.), a CS account an openly hybrid approach - is likely to be a central
part of future studies on L1 and L2 speech
perception and spoken word recognition.
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i

I am focusing on the roles that abstract and episodic

representations of L1 play during L1 perception, and the roles
that abstract and episodic representations of L2 play during L2
perception. I have not (for example) addressed the role that L1
representations play during L2 perception, such as the effects
of L1 phonology on L2 perception. However, the more robust
abstract representations in L1 are likely to affect processing in
both L1 and L2.
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